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LO: To investigate places

• Name and locate some of the countries and cities of the world and 
their identifying human and physical characteristics, including hills, 
mountains, rivers, key topographical features and landuse patterns; 
understand how some of these aspects have changed over time.

Success Criteria

I know the 
symbol used 

for 
mountains 
in an atlas

I can name major 
world mountain 
ranges and say 
which continent 

they are in

I can accurately 
mark world 

mountain ranges 
on a map

Dec 3115:57

Major world mountain ranges to learn.  
Research which continent they are in and write 
your answers in your home learning book.
• Rocky mountains

• Andes

• Alps

• Appalachian

• Atlas

• Zagros

• Himalayas

• Ural

• Pyrenees
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Answers:
• Rocky mountains  North America (west coast)

• Andes  South America (west coast)

• Alps  Europe

• Appalachian  North America (east)

• Atlas  Africa (north)

• Zagros  Asia (Iran/Iraq)

• Himalayas  Asia

• Ural  Europe/Asia

• Pyrenees  Europe

Dec 3115:57

How are mountains shown on this physical 
map of the world?
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What about on this one?

Dec 3116:09

LO: To investigate places

Success criteria: I can identify world mountain ranges, label 
countries and continents

Use Google Maps to look the following mountain ranges up  Try to 

remember which continent they are in to help you.  Use a brown 
colour  to shade on the following ranges on the map on 
assignments/website:

• Rocky mountains

• Andes 

• Alps 

Use a red triangle to mark on 5 major peaks of your choice

Super challenge  write the height in metres in brackets

Mark on the 7 continents 

Make sure when you label the ranges and peaks you use a capital 
letter at the beginning (proper noun)

• Atlas

• Zagros 

• Himalayas 

• Ural

• Appalachian

• Pyrenees



Attachments

7 summits info.doc

7 summits answer booklet.doc

What are mountains.ppt

specific mountains.ppt

Mountains_Chatterbox[1].pdf

everest factfile.doc

everest facts for factfile.docx

kit list for climbing Everest.pdf

gear needed for Everest.docx

everest diary notes.doc

ruckasck.docx

mountain mystery.docx

fact collecting page.docx


The highest mountains of each continent (the Seven Summits): 


		Mountain Peak 

		Continent

		Height



		Mount Everest

		Asia

		8,850 m



		Aconcagua

		South America

		6,959 m



		Mount McKinley (Denali)

		North America 

		6,194 m



		Kilimanjaro

		Africa

		5,895 m



		Mount Elbrus

		Europe

		5,642 m



		Vinson Massif

		Antarctica

		4,897 m



		Carstensz Pyramid 


Mount Kosciuszko 
(The highest point on the Australian landmass ) 

		Australia - Oceania

		4,884 m


2,228 m
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		Elevation (feet):

		29035



		Elevation (meters):

		8850



		Range:

		Himalaya



		SubRange:

		Central Nepal Himalaya



		Country:

		Nepal



		Continent:

		Asia



		Latitude:

		27.9833



		Longitude:

		86.9333



		Difficulty:

		Major Mountain Expedition



		Best months for climbing:

		April, May



		Year first climbed:

		1953



		Nearest major airport:

		Kathmandu, Nepal





Mount Everest is the highest mountain in the world. Its elevation of 29,035 feet (8,850 meters) was determined using GPS satellite equipment on May 5, 1999.

Starting in 1951, expeditions from Nepal grew closer and closer to the summit.   In 1953 Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay reached the summit. 


Italy's Reinhold Messner has climbed Everest twice without oxygen, once in four days. He is also the first to solo climb Everest, which he did in 1980. Ten years earlier, Yuichiro Miura of Japan had been the first person to descend the mountain on skis. In 1975, Junko Tabei, also of Japan, was the first woman to climb Everest. The first disabled person to attempt Everest was American Tom Whittaker, who climbed with a prosthetic leg to 24,000 feet in 1989, 28,000 feet in 1995, and finally reached the summit in 1998. The first blind man to reach the summit was Erik Weihenmayer in 2001. The record for most ascents belongs to Sherpa Ang Rita, who has reached the summit ten times. 


Overall, more than 600 climbers from 20 countries have climbed to the summit by various routes from both north and south. Climbers' ages have ranged from nineteen years to sixty. At least 100 people have perished, most commonly by avalanches, falls in crevasses, cold, or the effects of thin air. 
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		Elevation (feet):

		22841



		Elevation (meters):

		6962



		Range:

		Andes



		SubRange:

		Central Argentina-Chile



		Country:

		Argentina



		Continent:

		South America



		Latitude:

		-32.6333



		Longitude:

		-70.0167



		Difficulty:

		Major Mountain Expedition



		Best months for climbing:

		Late December, January, February, March



		Year first climbed:

		1897



		Nearest major airport:

		Mendoza, Argentina



		

		





Aconcagua is the highest mountain in the Western hemisphere, located in western Argentina, near the Chile border. Aconcagua is a gigantic mass of rock, not picturesque in the traditional Alpine sense, but magnificent by its size alone. It dominates the sky west of Santiago, Chile's capital city, and is visible from the Pacific coast, 100 miles away. Though the mountain's summit crest and radiating ridges are largely windswept free of snow, large glaciers fill the valleys on all but the southern and western flanks. Some climbing routes are relatively straightforward hikes to the top, but this is the very reason that Aconcagua has one of the highest mountain death tolls in the world: It is a popular mountain, and many of its climbers tend to move too swiftly up the mountain, with little respect for the elevation or the weather, which on Aconcagua can quickly become severe.
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		Elevation (feet):

		20320



		Elevation (meters):

		6194



		Range:

		Alaska/Yukon Ranges



		SubRange:

		Alaska Range



		State:

		Alaska



		Country:

		United States



		Continent:

		North America



		Latitude:

		63.0694



		Longitude:

		-151.004



		Difficulty:

		Major Mountain Expedition



		Best months for climbing:

		April, May, June



		Year first climbed:

		1913



		Nearest major airport:

		Anchorage, Alaska



		

		





Mount McKinley is the highest peak in North America. It is a huge snowy mass, flanked by five giant glaciers and countless icefalls. It dominates the horizon from as far south as Cook Inlet, 200 miles away, and as far north as Fairbanks, 150 miles away. Its steep unbroken south slope rises 17,000 feet in twelve miles. Five major ridges extend from the summit, and many spurs and buttresses extend from these. The mountain is increasingly known by its native name, Denali, which means The Great One in the Athabaskan language. Denali is not an especially difficult climb technically, but the weather is more severe here than anywhere else in the world, and many lives have been lost attempting the ascent. The number of attempts on the summit have increased dramatically in recent years, and a greater percentage of these are ending in failure.
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		Elevation (feet):

		19563



		Elevation (meters):

		5963



		Range:

		East Africa Mountains



		SubRange:

		Northeast Tanzania



		Country:

		Tanzania



		Continent:

		Africa



		Latitude:

		-3.06667



		Longitude:

		37.35



		Difficulty:

		Walk up



		Best months for climbing:

		December, January, February, March, June, July, August



		Volcanic status:

		Extinct



		Year first climbed:

		1889



		Nearest major airport:

		Kilimanjaro International Airport (KIA), Tanzania



		

		





Kilimanjaro is the highest mountain in Africa, located in Northeast Tanzania, near the Kenya border. Kilimanjaro is an extinct volcano, and is one of the most massive in the world. It towers 15,000 feet above the surrounding arid plains, and 2.5 square miles of its surface are over 18,500 feet. Beneath its ice dome, snow extends down long gullies that have been eroded in the mountain sides. Kilimanjaro's summit crater, known as Kibo, measures an incredible 1.5 miles across.

The approach and climb provides spectacular diversity, from scrub-lands thick with African wildlife to lush forests to flowering alpine tundra. All this finally gives way to snow and rock above 15,000 feet.





		Elevation (feet):

		18510



		Elevation (meters):

		5642



		Range:

		Caucasus Mountains



		SubRange:

		Central Caucasus



		Country:

		Russia



		Continent:

		Europe



		Latitude:

		43.355



		Longitude:

		42.4392



		Difficulty:

		Basic Snow/Ice Climb



		Best months for climbing:

		June, July, August, September



		Volcanic status:

		Extinct



		Year first climbed:

		1874



		Nearest major airport:

		Moscow, Russia, Kiev, Ukraine, Tbilisi, Georgia



		

		





Mount Elbrus is the highest peak in Europe. It is part of the Central Caucasus, but is located several miles north of the main crest. Its origin is volcanic, and though it has long been extinct, it still retains its gently sloping, conical shape. Of the twin cones rising on its summit, the highest is located west of another cone that is only slightly smaller (18,442 ft.). The summit is capped in ice year round, and countless glaciers sprawl from its slopes. All told, the mountain and its vast glaciers cover 56 square miles. The summit provides incredible views of the entire Caucasus.







		Elevation (feet):

		16066



		Elevation (meters):

		4897



		Range:

		West Antarctica Ranges



		SubRange:

		Ellsworth Mountains



		Country:

		Antarctica



		Continent:

		Antarctica



		Latitude:

		-78.5833



		Longitude:

		-85.4167



		Difficulty:

		Major Mountain Expedition



		Best months for climbing:

		December, January, Febuary



		Year first climbed:

		1966



		

		





Vinson Massif is the highest mountain of Antarctica. It is a massive mountain, stretching thirteen miles long and eight miles wide. Its location, the Sentinel Range of the Ellsworth Mountains, is home to most of Antarctica's highest peaks. Climbing Vinson is not considered technically difficult, but Antarctica's extreme climate makes ascending Vinson a serious undertaking.





		Elevation (feet):

		16023



		Elevation (meters):

		4884



		Range:

		New Guinea



		SubRange:

		Maoke Range



		Country:

		Indonesia



		Continent:

		Australia/Oceania



		Latitude:

		-4.08333



		Longitude:

		137.183



		Difficulty:

		Scramble



		Best months for climbing:

		February, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November



		Year first climbed:

		1962



		Nearest major airport:

		Wamena



		

		





Puncak Jaya (also known as Carstensz Pyramid) is the highest mountain in the Pacific Basin, and is typically considered the highest peak of the seventh continent (Australia/Oceania) for climbers attempting the Seven Summits.  Much of this range is characterised by easy terrace, surmounted by severe rock walls. Jaya's north face is comprised of sheer 10,000 foot cliffs which embrace an extensive ice wall glacier.  


From the last airstrip at Ilaga village, around 5-6 days hard and tough trekking through the stone-age culture, 6-7 hours walk in one day, cloud-rain forest, hilly terrain, muddy trail, highland swamp, crossing streams with rain shower around 4-7 hours a day. It's an ‘Indiana Jones’ type of adventure...!
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Black Forest
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Tourism


Mountains can aid tourism and bring in money for the people who live there. More than 50 million people visit mountains each year. Many mountain towns around the world depend on tourists to support them. People in the town provide food and lodging for tourists who come to enjoy the nearby mountains.


Mountains can be places for leisure activities. Many people like to ski on mountains. Other people like to climb mountains. Some people like to just visit mountains to take photos and admire their beauty. 


Tourists are attracted to mountains for many reasons: 

· the climate and clean air, 


· varied topography, 


· beautiful scenery, 


· local traditions, 


· simple life styles, 


· sports that require steep slopes or winter snow 


Sport-based tourism has boomed over the past 30 years
Typical mountain activities include:


· hiking, 


· skiing, 


· snow boarding, 


· climbing, 


· bird watching 


· rafting 


Impact on the Environment
Although tourism has it advantages it can have serious impact on the environment, the people who live there and the local economy. As more and more people visit the mountains, whether to climb or simply to trek through the valleys, the chances of the environment being permanently damaged become ever greater. 


Advantages of Tourism

· Creates jobs 


· Encourages local crafts 


· Improved living standards 


Disadvantages of Tourism


· Higher prices of land and food 


· Pollution from traffic 


· Erosion 


· Litter 


· More crowded 


· Trees felled to supply timber and fuel wood 


· Lost of cultural identity among the mountain people 


		Interview With Sir Edmund Hillary
(November 1996) 


Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay were the first two men to successfully climb Mt. Everest. Sir Edmund answered questions from students on Scholasatic's Web site from October 8 through November 15, 1996. Here are his answers to their questions.


Question: How did you have enough energy to climb Mount Everest? 


Answer: I was very fit and had much climbing experience. 


Question: I was wondering if you have any thoughts on the tragedy in the spring of 1996 on Everest in which several people were killed. For example, do you think unacceptable risks were taken? What might you have done differently? 


Answer: Many people have been getting too casual about climbing Everest. I forecast a disaster many times. 


Question: How do other mountains you've climbed compare to Everest? Can you think of another peak that's challenged you as much as Everest? 


Answer: Other mountains have more technically difficult routes than Everest. But none have that last 800 feet of extreme height. 


Question: How did you sleep on Mt. Everest? 


Answer: Sleeping is always difficult at high altitude, so we didn't sleep much. 


Question: What was the most difficult part of your adventure? 


Answer: Strong motivation is the most important factor in getting you to the top. 


Question: Did you have to carry all your own food, or was there some food available on the mountain, such as plants? 


Answer: We carried all our own food. 


Question: I know from reading your story that you trained for a long time and also were/are a courageous man. But was there a time up on Everest when you were scared? Can you describe what was happening? 


Answer: I was scared many times on Everest, but this is all part of the challenge. When I fell down a crevasse it was pretty scary. 


Question: What did it look like up that high on the mountain? How long did it take you to climb Mt. Everest? 


Answer: From the summit we could see at least a hundred miles in every direction. It took seven weeks to go from base camp to the top, but only three days coming down. 


Question: How many pounds of food did you take? What kind of food did you eat? 


Answer: High on the mountain, food is repugnant and you have to make yourself eat. Most of our energy came from very sweet drinks — mostly hot weak tea with lots of sugar. 


Question: How did you feel when you reached the top of Everest? Were you able to see anything? What did the world look like from up there? 


Answer: On the summit of Everest I had a feeling of great satisfaction to be first there. We could see a vast distance in every direction — mostly mountains, glaciers, and high plateaus. 


Question: How does it feel to be called "Sir"? What was it like being knighted? That must be really cool. 


Answer: Becoming a "Sir" is slightly uncomfortable at first although it is a considerable honour. It is amazing how quickly you become accustomed to it. I still have the same friends and a similar way of life. The actual knighting took place in Buckingham Palace by the Queen — it was a very impressive ceremony. 
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Which mountain is also known as ‘Carstensz Pyramid’?

Why is climbing Vinson Massif a ‘serious undertaking’?


In which country are the Caucasus Mountains?


What type of mountain is Kilimanjaro?


In which country is Kilimanjaro?




If you wanted to climb Mount McKinley, at which airport would 

you land?

Mount McKinley is also known as ‘Denali’.  What does Denali 

mean and what language is it from?







                                   The Seven Summits                             





Round the height of each summit to the nearest thousand meters:





___________________________   ____________m		


___________________________   ____________m							


___________________________   ____________m





___________________________   ____________m





___________________________   ____________m





___________________________   ____________m





___________________________   ____________m








What are the 4 levels of climbing difficulty?




















                              The Seven Summits                           


Write the names of the Seven Summits here and tick the name when you have read the information sheet.





























What do you think the ‘elevation’ of a mountain means?











Name the 7 Continents:






































The Seven Summits





In which year was Aconcagua first climbed?








In which mountain range would you find Aconcagua?








How was the height of Everest worked out?








Who were the first men to reach the top of Everest?











What does … ‘ it’s an Indiana Jones type of adventure’ mean about the scramble to the top of the Indonesian mountain?








                              The Seven Summits                           

















                              The Seven Summits                           





Why do you think December, January and February are the best months for climbing Vinson Massif but not Mount Elbrus?

















Which mountains are extinct volcanoes?








Who was the first person to climb Everest on his own?








Who was the first woman to reach the summit of Everest?








Who holds the record for the most ascents of Everest?








What might you see if you were climbing Kilimanjaro?





                              The Seven Summits                           





Which of the Seven Summits would you choose to climb?











Why?
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Mountains

What are mountains?

How to describe a mountain using mountain WOW words.







What are mountains?

The dictionary defines a 

mountain as that which 

is ‘higher and steeper 

than a hill’. 





Mount Snowdon







What are mountains?

A mountain is a 

landform that rises high 

above the surrounding 

terrain in a limited area. 

They are made from 

rocks and earth.





Ben Nevis







What are mountains?

Generally, mountains 

are higher than 700 

metres. Those less than 

700 metres are called 

hills.





Mont Blanc







What are mountains?

Mountains usually have 

steep, sloping sides and 

sharp or slightly 

rounded ridges and 

peaks. 





Himalayan Mountains







What are mountains?

Mountains can be rocky 

and barren. Some have 

trees growing on their 

sides and very high 

mountains have snow 

on their peaks.





Pemayangtse Buddist

Monastery







What are mountains?

Did you know?

Some of the highest 

mountains are at the 

bottom of the sea. 

Hawaii is at the top of a 

volcanic mountain in the 

Pacific Ocean. More 

than half the mountain 

is below water.















Mountain WOW words

Coniferous Woodland



Coniferous woodland, as its 

name suggests, is made up 

predominantly of conifers. 

Conifers are trees often 

having needle-like leaves, 

such as the familiar 

Christmas tree. 

They are usually evergreen. 











Mountain WOW words

Hill/Mountain Farm



Where would be the best 

place for a farm on a

mountain?











Mountain WOW words

Mountain Pastures



Ground on which vegetation 

grows, especially that which 

is set aside for use by 

grazing animals.











Mountain WOW words

Peak



The pointed top of a 

mountain.  The word

Summit is also used to

describe the highest point 

of a mountain.











Mountain WOW words

Lake or Tarn



The word Tarn is also used 

to describe a lake up a 

mountain.



The picture is of Red Tarn

on Helvellyn in the Lake

District.











Mountain WOW words

Waterfall



This is the Geiranger 

Waterfall in Norway.











Mountain WOW words

Stream



Water that flows naturally 

along a fixed route formed 

by a channel cut into rock or 

ground, usually at ground 

level.











Mountain WOW words

Ridge



A long narrow raised part of 

a surface, especially a high 

edge along a mountain.



This is a famous ridge on 

Helvellyn called Striding 

Edge.











Mountain WOW words

Rocky Outcrop



An outcrop is a large rock or 

group of rocks that stick out 

of the ground.



This photograph is of 

Gordale Scar, Malhamdale 

in the Yorkshire Dales.











Mountain WOW words

Mountain Pass



A mountain pass is a route 

through a mountain range

or over a ridge of a 

mountain range.



This photograph is of 

Red Mountain Pass in 

Colorado.
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Topic work

We need:



		Topic folders

		Contents page

		Leave space for front cover









Mountains

An Introduction







What do you know ?

		Write down anything that comes to mind when you think of the word ‘Mountain’

		What are they?  How are they formed?

		Have you ever visited or climbed one ?

		What sorts of things would you expect to see on a mountain ?

		Where are mountains ?

		Climate/vegetation/wildlife?









Let’s look at some mountains

		While you look at the slides – think about the following



What is the weather like ?

Can you see anything growing or living ?

What shape is the mountain ?

Do people use the mountain – and if so, what for ?

		 









		Himalayan Range, Mount Everest, Nepal.  8850m

		Highest peak in the world

		GPS was used in 1999 to verify its height. 

		First scaled in 1958. 

		600 climbers from 20 countries have reached the peak. 

		100 have died.



Mount Everest







K2 – Karakoram Range

Chinese/Pakistan border

		World’s 2nd highest mountain at 8612m.

		Named using surveyors notation.

		A giant pyramid of sheer ice with a maze of precipices

		Ultimate climbers peak.

		Between 1900-50 many unsuccessful attempts made.

		Finally scaled 1954.













Annapurna – Himalaya, Nepal



		8091meters high, 10th highest in world.

		Name means ‘The Provider’

		Giant glaciers empty into the Kali Gandaki river.









		8462m, 5th highest.

		Very isolated Pyramid shape

		4 sharp ridges

		Picture taken from Everest.



Malaku – Himalaya, Nepal.







Aconcagua - Andes, Argentina.



		At 6962m – the highest peak in Western Hemisphere.

		Death tolls high, as climbers go up too fast.

		No respect for altitude or weather.









Mt. Elbrus – Caucauses, Russia.   

		At 5642m, Europe’s highest peak

		A long extinct volcano with a distinct conical shape, gently sloping sides. 

		Countless glaciers

		Mountain covers 56 miles.









The Eiger - Swiss Alps.

		At 3970m, one of Europe’s most fearsome

		Peaks – extremely difficult to climb.

		Its name means‘Ogre’, and it has a severely towering North face. 

		Has claimed the lives of many Climbers.









The Matterhorn to the right (4476m) and Mont Blanc below (4807m) both part of the range of mountains called the Alps which runs across Europe.

M.Blanc is the highest peak in the Range. The Matterhorn was the focus

of the golden age of climbing in

the 1850’s when the sport 

first got going.  The British 

camped out in Zermatt and 

scaled all the peaks in the area.

using only the most primitive of 

equipment.

The Eiger - Swiss Alps.







British Peaks – Ben Nevis (1343m) and Snowdonia (1085m)

Not in the same league in terms of height - but just as impressive and challenging to climbers as the changeable  weather in mountain environments remains a constant danger.







Mountains in the US

McKinley(6194m) and El Capitain(2307m)

	Part of the Alaskan range, McKinley is the highest mountain in the US. Known more commonly by its native name of ‘Denali’ meaning ‘The Great One’, this Giant snowy mass has 5 glaciers, and a steep southern slope 12 miles long. In the Sierra Nevadas, El Capitain dominates Yosemite Nat.Park and is a 4 day free climb.







Mountains in Africa – Kilimanjaro (5963m)and Mount Kenya(5199)

		Kili is the biggest extinct volcano in the world, and Africa’s highest mountain. 

		Mt Kenya is also an extinct volcano.  Both mountains rise up from the flat plains. 

		Their sides are covered at lower levels in scrub which is rich in wildlife and vegetation. Elephant, leopard and rhino hide in the scrub, and bamboo and camphor grow along side alpine flowers on the upper slopes.  









Japan’s highest mountain

Mount Fuji (3776m)

		What sort of mountain is this ?  Look at its shape.

		Close to Toyko, this mountain is a centre for winter and summer sports.  Sacred to the Shinto and Buddist religions

		It was first climbed by a monk in the 7th century.  People still climb it today as a form of pilgrimage. There are three temples on the summit.









Some funny shaped examples

Known as ‘Sugar Loaf’ and ‘Table’, these mountains show the variety of shapes

That mountains come in, depending on the exact circumstances surrounding

Their creation.  Some come into being as a result of tectonic plates crashing 

Into each other, some due to plates pushing one under the other, and still others

From plates moving away from each other as we shall see.  

Can you tell what might have caused these shapes ?







This is what a mountain looks like on a map.



What do you notice about the lines on the map ?  Can you read the numbers ?

What do they mean ?  Look at an atlas and find a place where the ground is 

high.  Can you identify a hill or a mountain ?







So – what have we learnt ?

		There are mountains all over the world, and they come in all different shapes and sizes.

		They often have mystical significance for local people.

		Not much grows or survives up high on the mountains given the weather conditions

		Mountains have proved to be fascinating to men who wish to scale them despite the obvious dangers.

		The creation of Mountains is to do with forces below the earth’s surface

		That the temperature at the bottom of the mountain is different from that at the top.

		That it is important to preserve these environments as they play a key role in the water cycle, energy creation, and biodiversity.
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Instructions for Making the Mountains Chatterbox
1. Cut out the square Chatterbox.


2. Fold and unfold the Chatterbox, along all four lines of symmetry. The 
creases will form a ‘star’ in the centre of the sheet. 


3. Place on a flat surface, the blank side facing up. Fold each corner into the 
centre of the ‘star’.


4. Turn the Chatterbox over. Fold each corner into the centre of the ‘star’. 


5. Fold the Chatterbox in half - so facing outwards, are four square flaps. 


6. Insert your thumbs and index fingers under the flaps. As you pinch your 
fingers together, the Chatterbox will take shape.


7.    Or ask any child in your class!!!


Mountain


Chatterbox
1
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LO: To know about Mount Everest
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· Everest is 29,035 feet or 8848 meters high 

· The summit is the border of Nepal to the south and China or Tibet on the north 

· It is over 60 million years old 

· Everest was formed by the movement of the Indian tectonic plate pushing up and against the Asian plate 

· Everest grows by about a quarter of an inch (0.25") every year 

· It consist of different types of shale, limestone and marble 

· The rocky summit is covered with deep snow all year long 

Weather

· The Jet Stream sits on top of Everest almost all year long 

· The wind can blow over 200 mph 

· The temperature can be -80F 

· In mid May each year, the jet stream moves north causing the winds the calm and temperatures to warm enough for people to try to summit. This is called the 'summit window'. There is a similar period each fall in November. 

· It can also be very hot with temperatures over 100F in the Western Cwm, an area climbers go through to reach the summit. 

History

· It was first identified by a British survey team in lead by Sir George Everest in 1841 

· Everest was first named Peak 15 and measured at 29,002 feet in 1856 

· In 1865, it was named Mount Everest, after Sir George Everest 

· In 1955, the height was adjusted to 29,028 feet and is still used by Nepal 

· China uses 29,015 feet as the official height today 

· Using GPS technology, the summit was measured at 29,035 feet in 1999 

· Everest is called Chomolungma in Tibet. It means mother goddess of the universe 

· Everest is called Sagarmatha in Nepal. It means goddess of the sky 

Summits

· The first attempt was in 1921 by a British expedition 

· The first summit team was a British expedition lead by Colonel John Hunt 

· The first summit was on May 29, 1953 by Sir Edmund Hilary from New Zealand and Tenzing Norgay, a Sherpa from Nepal. They climbed from the south side. 

· The first north side summit was on May 25, 1960 by Nawang Gombu (Tibetan) and Chinese climbers Chu Yin-Hau and Wang Fu-zhou 

· The first climber to summit Everest without bottled oxygen was Italian Reinhold Messner in 1980 

· The first woman to summit Everest was Junko Tabei of Japan in 1975 

· The oldest person to summit was Nepalese Min Bahadur Sherchan, age 76 on May 26, 2008 

· The youngest person to summit was American Jordan Romero, age 13, on May 23, 2010 

· Apa Sherpa holds the record for most summits with 21, the most recent one in 2011 

· About 3,448 climbers have summited Everest once and another 2,137 have summited multiple times totaling 5,585 summits of Everest as of June 2011 

· 227 people have died trying to climb Everest. Almost all are still on the mountain. 

Climbing

· There are 18 different climbing routes on Everest 

· It takes 2 months to climb Mt. Everest in order for the body to adjust to the high altitude 

· There is 66% less oxygen in each breath on the summit of Everest than at sea level 

· Thin nylon ropes are used to keep climbers from falling. 

· Climbers wear spikes on their boots called crampons 

· They also use ice axes 

· Thick, puffy suits filled with goose feathers keep climbers warm 

· Most climbers eat a lot of rice and noodles for food 

· Almost all climbers use bottled oxygen because it is so high. It helps keep the climbers warm. 

· Climbers start using bottled oxygen at 26,000 feet but it only makes a 3,000 foot difference in how they feel so at 27,000 ft, they feel like they are at 24,000' 

Sherpas

· Sherpa is the name of a people. They mostly live in western Nepal. They migrated from Tibet over the last several hundred years 

· Sherpa is also used as a last name 

· Usually their first name is the day of the week they were born. 

· Nyima - Sunday 

· Dawa - Monday 

· Mingma - Tuesday 

· Lhakpa - Wednesday 

· Phurba - Thursday 

· Pasang - Friday 

· Pemba - Saturday 

· Sherpas help climbers by carrying tents and cooking food to the High Camps 

· Sherpas climb Everest as a job to support their families 

· Sherpas can get sick from the altitude like anyone 

Trivia

· Babu Chiri Sherpa spent the night on the summit in 2003 

· Over 33,000 feet of fixed rope is used each year to set the South Col route 

· You have to be at least 16 to climb Everest from the south side and 18 from the north 

· Climbers burn over 10,000 calories each day, double that on the summit climb 

· Climbers will lose 10 to 20 lbs during the expedition 
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Climbing Equipment
 Ice Axe w/Leash.  General mountaineering tool.  Sizing is important: under 5’7” use a 60cm tool; 5’7”- 6’1” use a 65cm tool; over 6’1” use a 70cm tool. 


(Too short is preferable to too long). Make sure you have a leash that is designed for use on a glacier axe. Please no technical leashes. 
Crampons.  With “step in” bindings and flat rather than “cookie cutter” frame rails anti balling plates OK.  Keep in mind that ice specific crampons are for 


technical ice climbing and are not recommended for glacier travel.  Anti-balling plates (optional).
Alpine climbing harness.  Harness should fit over all clothing, have gear loops, adjustable leg loops and be reasonably comfortable to hang in.  Make sure  


you can get into the harness without having to step through any part of it.  
Carabiners (3) Locking;  (3) Regular.  2 Twist lock &  1 small screw gate locker; 3 standard ovals recommended. 
Climbing helmet. Alpine climbing helmet with sizing adjustments.  Check to make sure helmet fits securely while wearing warm hat and balaclava.
Ascender (1).  One right or one left.
Rappel/Belay device.  
Prussiks. Or bring 40 feet of flexible 6mm acessory cord to make into prussiks.
Adjustable 3 Section Ski or Trekking poles. Optional but highly recommended.  Helpful for non-snow covered ascents and descents if you have knee 


problems.
 
Footwear  
Light hiking boots or trekking shoes. For day hikes and trek to Base Camp.   The trail to Base Camp is rocky and rough. Shoes that are light weight, high 


comfort, plenty of room in the toe bed, with good support are important. 
Tennis shoes or low top shoes. For international travel and town days. Optional. 
Booties. Optional.   
Camp Boots.  Optional.  Insulated boot for Base Camp.
Double Plastic Climbing Boots w/ altitude liners.  Good quality plastic shells with inner boots.  Avoid tight fit with heavy socks.   
Fully Insulated Overboots.   Not needed with Millet Everest or Olympus Mons Boots.
Gaiters.  Please make sure your gaiters fit around the boot without being to tight around your leg. Gaiters should have cordura on the inside of the leg.  No 


lightweight hiking gaiters. Not needed with One Sports or Olympus Mons.
Trekking Socks.  3 pair.
Wool or Synthetic Socks.  4 pair heavyweight wool or synthetic socks (wool is warmer) to be worn over the liner socks.  When layering socks, check fit 


over feet and inside boots. Remember to keep one fresh, dry pair of socks available at all times.  It is best to bring new socks as they lose their cushioning 
over time.  Socks with padded shins are especially nice with plastic boots. 


Liner Socks.  4 pair of smooth thin wool, nylon or Capilene to be worn next to the skin.  This reduces the incidence of blisters and hot-spots and makes the 
outer sock last longer before needing to be changed.  They should fit well with your heavyweight socks.


Vapor barrier socks.  Optional. Helps reduce moisture buildup in your boots, also keeps your feet a little warmer.


Technical Clothing
Lightweight Long Underwear.  2-3 pair tops & bottoms, Capilene, other synthetic or wool. No Cotton.  Lightweight is preferable as it is more versatile 


(worn single in warmer conditions and double layer for colder conditions.)  Zip-T-neck tops allow more ventilation options.  One set of white for intense 
sunny days on the glacier and one pair of dark for faster drying gives the most versatility.


Heavyweight Long Underwear. 1 pair. Expedition weight Capilene.  (Alternative:  a one-piece suit) 
Lightweight Nylon Pants. 1 -2 pairs.
Short Sleeve Synthetic Shirt.  1-2 pairs. 
Synthetic/Soft Shell Jacket.  A full-zip version is easier to put on and has better  ventilation than a pullover. 
Insulated Synthetic Pants.  Full separating side zippers  (This is very important for ventilation.  Full side zips also allow pants to be taken off without hav-


ing to remove boots). 
Down Pants.  To fit over insulation layers.  Outer shell must be windproof.  
Expedition Down Parka.  Fully Baffled, Expedition Weight, must have good hood.
Insulated Synthetic Jacket.  Optional.  Allows you to leave your down parka up higher on the mountain as we establish higher camps.
Hard Shell jacket w/ hood.  We recommend a waterproof breathable shell material with full front zipper, underarm zips, and no insulation. This outer layer 
protects against wind and rain.  
Hard Shell Pants.  Waterproof, breathable. Full length side zippers preferred because it allows easy removal of pants, 7/8th zippers allowed but is more 
difficult to remove pants, no short lower leg zippers allowed.  


Handwear
Lightweight Synthetic gloves.  1 pair. Should fit comfortably inside mitts or gloves. Lighter capilene preferred. 
Heavyweight Synthetic/Soft Shell gloves. 1 pair. Windstopper is helpful
Expedition Shell Gloves w/ insulated removable liners.  1 pair. For use lower on the mountain when expedition mitt is not needed.
Expedition Shell Mitts.  1 pair. Should be big enough so that synthetic gloves fit inside pile liners. 
Hand warmers and Toe Warmers:  Bring 3 sets of each. Toe Warmers are different than hand warmers because they are formulated to work in a lower 


oxygen environment, like the inside of a boot, they also burn out more quickly.


Mount Everest Expedition
Equipment List


Over Please







Headwear
Headlamp. Bring plenty of spare bulbs & batteries. Halogen bulbs are not necessary. 
Glacier glasses (w/ side covers or wrap around).  100% UV, IR, high quality optical lenses designed for mountain use, must have side covers, 


leashes, and a nose guard is particularly helpful. No more than 8% light transmission.   If you wear contact lenses we recommend packing a spare 
pair of glasses.  If you wear glasses we recommend prescription glacier glasses (gray or amber). Talk to your eye care professional to find out where  
prescription glacier glasses are available. 


Baseball cap/sun hat. One with a good visor to shade the nose and eyes. 
Ski Goggles, 1 pair.  100% UV & IR.  
Balaclava. (1) Heavyweight, (1) Lightweight.  Heavyweight must fit over lightweight
Warm synthetic/wool hat. 
Bandanas (2). Used to shade your neck. 
Neoprene face mask.  Optional


Personal Equipment
Expedition Backpack.  3,500 - 4,000 cu. in. There are many great packs. 
Trekking Backpack.  2,000 - 2,500 cu. in. (Optional)
Sleeping Bag.  (Expedition quality rated to at least -40°F).   Goose down preferred over synthetic for bulk & weight. If well-cared-for a down bag will 


last much longer than a synthetic bag.  Your bag needs to be long enough that your feet are not pressing out the foot box which will make you colder.  
It should be roomy enough for comfortable sleeping but snug enough for efficient heat retention. 


Sleeping Bag.  (Expedition quality rated to at least -20°F). A second bag for Base Camp.  This avoids the carrying of the Expedition Bag up and down 
the mountain after the higher camps are established.


Self Inflating pads(2). Two 3/4 or full length pads.  One for use at basecamp and one for camps higher on the moutain. If you are over 6’ a long is 
recommended. Make sure to include a repair kit. 


Closed-Cell foam pad. Full length closed cell is recommended, used while staying at camps higher than bascamp and to be used in combination with 
your self inflating pad. 


Cooking Gear:  Cup:  16oz. plastic insulated mug with snap-on lid (retains heat well and is spill-resistant in the tent).  Some                       
       prefer a non-insulated mug for warming hands. 


   Spoon:  Good quality tough plastic (lexan). 
   Bowl:  Plastic Tupperware type with 2-3 cup capacity and lid.
Sunscreen.  SPF 40 or better,  2 small tubes.  Make sure that you have new sunscreen. 
Lipscreen.  SPF 20 or better, at least 2 sticks. Make sure your lipscreen is new. 
Water Bottles: 2 to 3 Wide mouth bottles with minimum 1 Litre capacity per bottle. No water bag or bladder systems, they freeze or are hard to fill.
Water Bottle parkas for the big bottles.
Toiletry bag.  Include toilet paper, hand sanitizer and small towel (as well as tooth brush, tooth paste etc.)
Pee Bottle (1 Liter).  Large mouth, clearly marked water bottle for use in tent.
Pee Funnel (for women).  It is a good idea to practice, practice, practice. For use in tent. 
Camp Knife or Multi Tool.  Medium sized. Keep the knife simple. 
Thermos. 1 Liter capacity. Needs to be strong. Stainless Steel Vacuum bottle. 
Trash Compactor bags (4).  To line stuff sacks to keep gear dry & one large enough to line pack. At minimum 3 mil. thick.
Camera gear.  Optional. We recommend a small digital point and shoot camera above BC.  Simple and light. For more information, see recommendations on 


the FAQ page of our website. (www.AlpineAscents.com/faq.asp)
Compression Stuff Sacks. Especially for sleeping bags and clothing.


Traveling
2 Large duffle bags w/ travel locks. Used for transporting your gear.
Base Camp Items.  It is good to bring additional items which you have found to be useful on previous expeditions.  For example:  paperback books, playing 


cards,MP3 flash player, short-wave radio, game boys, musical instruments, ear plugs, lots of batteries, etc.
Travel Clothes.  A set of clean clothes is nice to have to change into after the trip. 


First Aid
Small personal first-aid kit.  (Simple and Light) Aspirin, Moleskin, molefoam, waterproof first-aid tape, athletic tape, Band-Aids, personal medica-


tions, etc. The guides will have extensive first-aid kits, so leave anything extra behind. Let your guide know about any medical issues before the climb.
Drugs/Medications/Prescriptions.  Climbers should bring Mupirocin (Bactroban) cream, excellent topical antibiotic for scrapes and cuts. Cirpro-


floxin (Cipro) 500mg tablets for traveler’s diarrhea and for urinary tract infections.  Loperamide (Lomotil) or Immodium for diarrhea. Azithromycin 
(Z-pak) 250mg tablets for non-gastrointestinal infections.    Acetazolamide (Diamox) 125 or 250mg tablets for alltitude sickness.  Ibuprofen (Advil, 
Motrin) 200mg tablets for altitude headaches, sprains, aches, etc.  Excedrin,Acetaminophen (Tylenol) 325mg tablets for stomach sensitivity. 


This list is only a guide. While you are required to bring everything on this list, there are numerous options, brands, and versions of each 
piece of equipment, unless otherwise noted.  Using our Current Suggested Brand List we encourage you to shop around, do research, 
use your experience and the listed features to find the best gear for you. 
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LO: To know what gear is needed for climbing Everest
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LO:  To make notes for diary entry about climbing Mount Everest

		Facts about Everest




		Before setting off I felt:






		On the way I saw…


Children


Villages


People 




		I needed…


Help from…






		My equipment


Food 


Clothes  




		Yaks 


Weather  


Ceremonies






		Setting off




		About the climb






		Safety 




		Problems/accidents 






		Second part of the climb




		Final part of the climb





		Getting ill /getting better




		My thoughts now
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LO: What would a UK mountaineer need?
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LO: To justify my opinion

Mountain Mystery

The facts:

George Mallory & Andrew Irvine

		

		

		



		

		

		





Timeline of events…
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To communicate geographically

LO: To begin to understand physical geography, including: biomes and mountains.
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